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I. Policy/Procedure Statement: Briefly explain the purpose/reason of proposed addition, revision, and/or deletion to the Faculty/Staff Handbook or the Administrative Procedures Manual. Only minor editorial updates to 1640.22. Major rewrite of 1640.40 abolishes the old Facilities Scheduling Policy Committee and newly establishes the Classroom Committee, clarifying roles and participants.

II. Fiscal Impact: What fiscal impact, if any, will this addition, revision, or deletion have?

No fiscal impacts result from these policy changes.

III. Related Policies/Procedures: Describe other policies or procedures existing that are related or similar to this proposed change.

FSH 1640.22; 1640.40 (rewrite/new); APM 40.10

IV. Effective Date: This policy shall be effective on July 1, or January 1, whichever arrives first after final approval (see FSH 1460 D) unless otherwise specified in the policy.
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